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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f : I C R + R be a convex function on an interval I of real numbers and a, b E I with a < b. 
The inequality 
(1.1) 
is well known in the literature as the Hermite-Hadamard inequality for convex function [I]. 
In [2], Dragomir and Agarwal established the following results connected with the right-hand 
side of (1.1) and applied them to obtain some elementary inequalities for real numbers and in 
numerical integration. 
THEOREM A. Let f : I0 C_ R + R be a differentiable mapping on IO, a, b E I0 with a < b, and 
f’ E L(a, b). If if’1 is convex on [a, b], then the following inequality holds: 
f(a) + f(b) 
2 
I (b - a)(f’(a) + If’(b)l) 
8 (1.2) 
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THEOREM B. Let f : I0 C R + R be a differentiable mapping on IO, a, b E I0 with a < b, 
f’ E L(a, b), and p > 1. If jf’lP/(ppl) IS convex on [a, b], then the following inequality holds: 
f(u) +f(b) 1 -- 
2 J 1 b-a a b f(zjdz I (b-u) qp + 1)1/p If’(a)lp’(p-l) + Jf’(b)lp’(p-l) (‘-‘)“, (1 3j 2 1 
Recently, Pearce and Pecaric [3] established the following result that gave an improved and 
simplified constant in Theorem B, and they combined this result with Theorem A to obtain The- 
orem C below. An analogous result, Theorem D, is developed which is related in the same way 
to the first inequality in (1.1). Also, they developed analogous results based on concavity (The- 
orem E) and applied them to special means and to estimate of the error term in the trapezoidal 
formula. 
THEOREM C. Let f : I0 G R -+ R be a differentiable mapping on IO, a, b E I0 with a < b, 
f’ E L(a, b), and q > 1. If If’14 is convex on [a, b], then the following inequality holds: 
f(u) +f(b) 1 
2 
Jbf(zjdl~ < Uq4 [lf’Wq;lf’Yb)lq]l’q~ 
b-a a 
THEOREM D. Suppose the assumptions of Theorem C are satisfied. Then, 
(14 
THEOREM E. Let f : 1’ C R + R be a differentiable mapping on IO, a, b E I0 with a < b, 




The aim of this paper is to establish some improvements of Theorems C-E. In Sections 3 and 4, 
we note some consequent applications to special means and to estimates of the error term in the 
trapezoidal formula. 
Throughout we suppose I is an interval on R and a, b, c, A, B E I0 with a < A 5 c < B 5 b 
(c # a, b), p, q, T E R, and f : 1’ -+ R is differentiable. 
For q > 1 and 0 < p 5 q, the following two identities hold: 
(1) 
J aE lx _ Al(4-P)/(q-1) dx = JA(A - x)(9-P)/(q--1) dz + Jccx - A)(q--P)/(4-1) dz a A 
= 2q”--,’ 1 [(A _ a)(24-P--l)/b7--l) + (c _ A)(2q-P-1)/(9-1)] 
(11) 
J’ cb ,x _ B((q-P)/(4-1) dx = lB(B _ x)(4-P)/(q-1) dx + lb@ - B)(q-p)l(q-l) dx c 
= 2qy;! 1 [(B _ c)(2q-P--l)/(q--1) + (b _ B)(2’-P-1)/k-‘)] . 
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For p > 0, the following four identities hold: 
(III) 
/‘ix-Ai’(c-x) dx= lA(A - x)“(c - x) dx + /‘(x - A)p(c - x) dx 
a u A 
=-J 
A 
(A - x)“[(c - A) + (A - x)] d(A - x) 
CL 
+ Ac(x-A)p[(c-A)-(x-A)] d(~-A) 
J 
= $$$A - u)P+l 
+ &CA - 0)p+2+@$++c - A)‘-l--& _ A)p’2 
= (p + l;(p + 2) [CA - u)p+l((p -t2)C - (P + 1)~ - A) + (c - A)“+21 
J 
h 
Ix - Blp(b - x) dx = 
c cp + 1;~~ + 2) [(B - C)‘+‘((P + 2)b - (p + 1)~ - B) + (b - BjPf2j 
(V 
.I ” 1x - Alp(x - u) dx a 
J 
A 
= (A-x)P(3:-.)dx+ C(x-A)p(x-n)dx 
a J A 
=-/A(A-x)p,(A-a-(A-x),d(A-x) 
a 
+ J ,(x - A)“[(x - A) + (A - u)] d(x - A) 
= @&A _ a)P+l 
- &(A - dp+’ + &(c - /I)“+2 + b!& _ A)p+’ 
= (P$. Ij;p+2) [CA - a)p+2 + (C - W’+‘((p + 1)” - (p + 2)u + A)] 
J 
h 
1.1‘ - Blp(x - c) dx z 
c (p+~;(p+2) ~(B-~)p+2+(~-B)p+1((p~~)b-(p+2)~+B)], 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
We are now able to obtain the following inequalities. 
THEOREM 1. Ifq 2 1 and the mapping if’l” is convex on [CL, b], then 
(A - u)f(a) + (b - B)f(b) + (B - A)f(c) - lb f(x) dx 
a 
I 
M(A,B,c;p,q).N(A,B,c;p,q), ifq>l, O<p<q, 
N(A, B, c; P, q), ifp = q = 1, 
(2.1) 
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where 
MC4 B, c; P, 4) = ( 2qy;y 1 [(A - u)(2q-P-1)/(q--l) + (c _ A)(%‘-P-1)/(9-1) 





VA, B, c; P, 4) 
= @+&+2) [ 
m [(A - ~)~+l((p + 2)c - (p + 1)~ - A) + (c - A)p+2] (c-u) 
+ f$$ [(A - cd’+2 + (c - A)“+‘(@ + l)c - (p + 2)~ + A)] 
+ fq$ [(B - c)p+l((p + 2)b - (p + 1)c - B) + (b - qp+2] 
+ lf’@)l” 
(b KB - 4p+2 + (b - w+‘((p + 1)b - (p + 2)c + B)])] l/q . 
PROOF. Let S : [a, b] + R be defined by 
S(x) := z-A, XE [a,~], 
X-B, xc((c,b]. 
Integrating by parts, we have 
(2.2) 
lb S(x)f’(x) da: = /‘(x - A)f’(z) d3: + lb(z - B)f’(z) dx 
a a c 
= (A - a)f(a) + (b - W(b) + (B - M(c) - lb f(x) dx, 
a 
and then 
(A - u)f(u) + (b - B).f(b) + (B - -W(c) - /bf(x) dx I s’ IS(x)1 If’(x)1 dx. (2.3) 
a a 
If q > 1, 0 5 p 5 q, it follows from Hijlder’s inequality that 
J 
b l/q IS(x) I If’(x) I dxI IS(~w’(~)lq~~ . 1 (2.4) a 
Now, by identities (I) and (II), we have 
J 
b 
p(x)lkPM4-1) & = a J ' Ix _ Af-P)/(q-1) ,jx +J b Ix _ @q-d/(4-1) dx 
= 2;y-$ 1 [(A _ u)(+P-l),;el) + (c _ A)(%-P-1)/k-1) (2.5) 
+ (B _ p-P--lMq--1) + (b _ #24-P-1)/(4-1) . 1 
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On the other hand, by the convexity of If’!q and identities (III)-(VI), we have 
= ~ ~x-A~~‘(c-~)d~+lfiol” l.f’(aY c 







= ip+&+2) !!tb@ [(A - a)“+‘( (p + 2)c - (p + 1)” - 14) + (c - A)P+2] (c-u) 
+ l.f’(c)I” 
(C [(A - a) ‘+’ + (c - A)“+l ((p + 1)” - (p + 2)~ + A)] 
+H [(B-c)p+1((p+2)b-(p+l)c-B)+(b-~)p+2] 
+f!-$ [(B - c)‘+’ + (b - B)“+l ((p + 1)b - (p + 2)c + B)]) 
Thus, by (2.3)-(2.6), we have inequality (2.1) for q > 1. If q = p = 1, then inequality (2.1) follows 
from (2.3) and (2.6). 
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 with A = B = c = (a + b)/2 and p = 1. 
we have 
f(a) + f(b) 1 
2 
--j-&)d::,&$ [,f’(u),Y+l/‘(~)/li+,fiib),q]l’q~ (2.7) 
b-a n. 
COROLLARY 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 with A = a, B = 0, c = (u + b)/2, and 
p = 1, we have 
REMARK 1. Using the convexity of If’l’J, we have 
Hence, inequalities (2.7) and (2.8) are refinements of inequalities (1.4) and (1.5), respectively. We 
note that, the function f(z) = ZC(~+~)/~, z E [O,l], shows that the right-hand side of (1.4) or (1.5) 
is (lP)((q + 2)lqlq, whereas the right-hand sides of (2.7) and (2.8) are (5/48)((q + 2)/q)q and 
(1/12)((q + 2)/q)q, respectively. 
THEOREM 2. If If’14 is concave on [a, b] and 1 5 T 5 q, then 
(A - a)f(u) + (b - B)f(b) + (I3 - A)f(c) - /” f(x) ds < K(A, B, c; r) J(A,B,c;r), (2.9) 
a 
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where 
K(A, B, c; r) = (f [(A - u)’ + (c - A)’ + (B - c)~ + (b - B)2]) (T-l)‘T, 
and 
J(A, B, c; r) = (f [(A - a)” + (c - A)2] If’ ((A - ;;;Af_(;$;r: A; + A) + a) 1’ 
+f [(B _ c)2 + (b _ B)2] b _ cB - c)2(3b - 2c - B, + cb - B13 
3[(B - c)~ + (b - B)2] 
. 
PROOF. Let S(z) be’ defined as in (2.2). By Holder’s inequality, we have 
J 
b 
IS(x) I If (4 I dx 5 
a 
[i.” IS(x)1 dx] (T-1)‘T [[ (S(x)1 . lf’(x),Tdx] “‘. (2.10) 





We observe that If’14 is concave implies If’l’ is concave. By Jensen’s integral inequality and 
identities (I), (II), (V) for p = 1, we have 
(2.12) 
+ ([,x4$ (,(b- Lb’;;“;;zdx)! 
=-- 1 [(A - u)~ + (c - A)2] )I’ ((A - ;;;;$$;r: ;; + A) + a) 1’ 
+ f [(B _ c)2 + (b _ B)2] f’ 
I ( 
b _ cB - c)2(3b - 2c - B, + cb - B)3 
3[(B - c)” + (b - B)2] >I 
T. 
Thus, by (2.3), (2.10)-(2.12), we have (2.9). This completes the proof. I 
COROLLARY 3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 with A = B = c = (a + b)/2 and r = 1, we 
have 
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COROLLARY 4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2 with A = a: B = bl c = (CL + b)/2, md 
~=l, wehave 
REMARK 2. Since if’19 is concave implies that if’1 is concave, we have 
and 
Thus, inequalities (2.13) and (2.14) are refinements of inequalities (1.6) and (1.7) ! respectively 
3. APPLICATIONS TO SPECIAL MEANS 
As in [3] we shall consider extensions of arithmetic, logarithmic, and generalized logarithmic 
means from positive real numbers. We take 
L(a’P) = In IpI - In ICI\’ 
l/m 
&(a, p) = pm+] - Cym+1 1 (m+l)(P-a) ’ mEZ\{-l,O}, a,b’~ R, ct#R. 
where 2 is the set of integers. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let a, b E R, a < b, 0 $ [a, b], and m E 2, Iml 2 2. Then, for q 2 1, we have 
and 
(A(+ b)“’ - LrrL(u, b)“/ I ‘,,,‘(;- ‘) 
PROOF. The proof is immediate from Corollaries 1 and 2 with f(z) = 9, :I: E R. ?tt E 2. 
Iml 2 2. I 
REMARK 3. Under the conditions of Proposition 1, we see that 
a+b crn-l)q 
I-/ 2 
_< lulb’--lk? + /bl(““-1)Y 
2 2 
Thus, Proposition 1 is an improvement of Proposition 1 in [3] 
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PROPOSITION 2. Suppose a, b E R, a < b, and 0 6 [a, b]. Then, for q 5 1, we have 
[A (a-‘, b-‘) - L-‘(a, b)j < (b - ‘) _ 4 b (,a,-‘q, 1~~-2q, ,b,-2’$] “‘, 
and 
IA(a, b)-1 - L-l@, b)I 5 @$) 
/?I-“, /?I-“, ,b”)] l”. 
PROOF. The result follows from Corollaries 1 and 2 with f(z) = l/x. 
REMARK 4. Under the conditions of Proposition 2, we see that 
a + b -2q 
l-l 2 
I lal-2q I lbl-2q. 
2 2 
Thus, Proposition 2 is an improvement of Proposition 2 in [3]. 
I 
4. THE TRAPEZOIDAL AND MIDPOINT FORMULA 
Let d be a partition a = xo < x1 < . . < x,-r < x, = b of the interval [a, b] and consider the 
quadrature formula 
J abi(4 dx=Ti(f, d)+-G(f, d) i = 1,2, 
where 
Tl(f, d)= mc f(xi) + fcxi+d (xi+l _xi) 
i=O 2 
for the trapezoidal version and 
Tz(f, d) = ‘2 f (xi +2xit1) cxifl _ xi) 
isO 
for the midpoint version and Ei(f, d) denotes the associated approximation error. 
PROPOSITION 3. If If 1 ’ 4 is convex on [u, b] and q 2 1, then for every partition of [a, b], the 
trapezoidal error satisfies 
I&(.f,d)l 5 i F(Xi+l - Xi)2 [ l.f’(Xi)l” + If’ ((Xi + xi+1)/2)Iq + lf’(Xi+l)l” 1’q 
i=o 3 I 
i=o 
and the midpoint error satisfies 





5 ~~~xi+1-xi)2 [l-f'(xi)lq +~f'(xi+l)lq]l'q 
i=o 
I i maxW'(a)l, lf'(b)/)m$(xi+l - x~)~. 
i=O 
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PROOF. Apply Corollary 1 on the subinterval [zi, zi+l] (i = 0, 1,2,. , m - 1) of the partition d 
and use the convexity of If’(~)19 to obtain 
f(4 + f(G+1) (x 
< (it+1 - 
I 
‘Z,il 




[ If’(Xi)l” +p ((x:2 + G+l)/w + lf’(G+1)l” 1’q 
3 1 
< (Xi+1 - &I2 f’(G)19 + If’(Xi+1)l” 1’q - 4 [ 2 1 
Hence, in the trapezoidal case 
< ; n&+1 _ 3.,)2 [ lf’(4” + If’ ((G + y)lq + If’Yzt+l)l’] 1’y 
i=o 
< a F(xi+l _ 42 [ lf’(Q)14 +p+l)ly l’q 
z=o 
The last inequality follows from the convexity of the factor ~f’(~)lq. A parallel application of 
Corollary 2 gives the result for the midpoint formula. I 
Proposition 3 is an improvement of Proposition 3 in [3]. 
Similarly, using Corollary 3 we can prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 4. If if’14 is concave on [w, b] and q > 1, then for every partition d of [a, b], the 
trapezoidal error satisfies 
and midpoint error satisfies 
l&(f,d)l 5 fTc(xi+, -x%)~ 
i=O 
[lil(‘:“i:iitl)J+lll(iii:““)l] 
I a F(xttl - 
i=O 
x,)2 (fr (“i +:+I) 
Proposition 4 is an improvement of Proposition 4 in [3]. 
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